Increase your Revenue, Decrease your Work–with VoxOrder!
Online ordering is good for
business. The National
Restaurant Association says that
35% of consumers (and 45% of
those aged 25-34!) have used
the Internet to find out about a
restaurant they haven’t visited
before, and 31% have viewed
restaurant menus online.

Pizza Pan, a 100-unit chain,
recorded ticket averages
rose as much as 18%
with online ordering!
Until now, restaurants had three
main concerns about accepting
online orders, each of which
VoxOrder brilliantly addresses:
1) “What if we don’t receive the
order? Faxes can get missed,
and often emails are not seen
for some time.”
VoxOrder calls your store to
confirm that you have
received the order and that
you are able to fill it in the
time requested.

T H E U N I Q U E V OXO R D E R P R O C E S S
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The
customer
sends their
order, using your
VoxOrderenabled
website.

The customer gets
phone or pager
confirmation
of the
order
and
pickup
or
delivery
time.
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2) “Our customer, unsure if his
order was actually received,
will call us anyway.”
Immediately following your
confirmation, VoxOrder
calls or pages the customer
back to assure them
that their order is being
processed, and to let them
know what time it will be
ready.
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Your business
receives the
order by your
choice
of fax,
email or
phone.
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You receive a call to
confirm receipt of the
order. You can even
hear the order if you’d like!
You will then be prompted
to key in what time the
order will be ready.

3) “It costs too much.”
For only $40/month and
40¢/order (plus setup),
your low-cost investment
in VoxOrder will pay off
immediately in reduced
work, increased orders and
unmatched convenience!
More orders. Less work. The
perfect recipe for your success!
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